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Tn Multitude:War and Democracy in the Age of

llmpire, 1 political theorists Michael Hardt and

Antonio Negri narrate a story that puzzles the mean

ings, implications, and consequences of encounters with 

difference. Since this story, "Two Italians in India," has 

relevance for our discussion this evening,2 I offer it here 
in abbreviated form. 

Once upon a time, two Italian writers go on vacation 

together in India, and each writes a book about his 

travels. One sees in India only what is different and 

the other only what is the same. 

The one writer, Alberto Moravia, titles his book An 

Idea of India and tries to explain how different India 

is, but he is frustrated that he can grasp it only in the 

most abstract, metaphysical terms and through a se

ries of tautologies. The experience teaches him why 

Europeans are Europeans and Indians Indians, but that 

is so hard to capture in words. The difference in reli

gion, he thinks, will help him put his finger on it. [But, 

he has extreme difficulty in expressing the complexity 

of a living religious idea and decides that this does not 

really capture the difference .... In fact, this difficulty] 
proves to him that the difference of India is ineffable. 

My fellow Italians, he concludes, I cannot describe 

India to you. You must go there and experience its 
enigma yourself. All I can say is, India is India. 

The other writer, Pier Paolo Pasolini, titles his book 

The Scent of India and tries to explain how similar 

India is. He walks the crowded streets at night in 

Bombay, and the air is filled with odors that remind 

him of home .... The writer comes upon a family con

ducting an elaborate ritual on the riverbank, making 

offerings of fruit, rice, and flowers. This is not new 

to him either. And then, of course, there are the boys 

[ from poor neighborhoods who gather in groups each 

evening on street comers, laughing and joking, talk

ing and smoking]. All of these boys, the writer finds, 

are just like the boys in every poor neighborhood of 

Rome or Naples. My fellow Italians, he concludes, 

Indians are just like us. 3 

We will return to this story a bit later, but, for now, 

I simply want to observe that the story is grounded on 
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claims made by a little word 'us': "They are utterly dif
ferent from us" and "They are just the same as us." The 
very exercise of writing about what one has seen and 
heard and smelled and touched and tasted, what one 
has experienced is shaped by what the 'us' has seen and 
heard and smelled and touched and tasted, what the 'us' 
has experienced. Intentionally or unintentionally, the 
'us' sets the standard. The 'us' compares and evaluates 
'them/they' in relation to standards and scales set by 
'us.' Further, 'us' is not such a little word when, in fact, 
'us' represents the roughly 33 million people of Canada 
or the roughly 300 million people who form a country 
to the South of your own. An 'us' may wield power 
to social, even global, dominance, to hegemony, or an 
'us' may wield power on behalf of social, even global, 
transformation, to topple imperial design. But, it is well 
for us to remember that nearly every 'us' ..,.. individuals, 
families, small group units, minority groups - not only 
constructs social and/or religious and/or gender and/or 
political and/or class identities, but sees and constructs 
and scales a 'them/they' and seeks a way to manage the 
relation. 

This evening we will explore the large, unwieldy, 
and frustrating notion of difference - social difference. 
Our purpose is constructive: On a certain set of religious 
beliefs and philosophical principles, we aclmowledge, 
affirm, and embrace the social and cultural differences 
of the human beings whom we encounter. Indeed, the 
Government of Canada (unlike some other govern
ments) has made a firm, public commitment to treat all 
Canadians "in a manner that recognizes Canada's diver
sity as a source of strength and innovation." Further, your 
Government has pledged to "take measures to strength
en Canada's ability to combat racism, hate-speech and 
hate crimes, both here at home and around the world."4 

Such a pledge holds that social and cultural differences 
may be vaiuable and the presence of so-called 'visible 
minorities' potentially advantageous. 

But our common language can betray our best 
intentions. From time to time, the connotations and 
implications assigned to the word difference slip and 
slide and skid into the negative. Synonyms for the 
adjective different include diverse (suggesting conspicu
ous difference), divergent (stressing irreconcilability), 
distinct (stressing different identity and unmistakable 
separateness), and disparate (implying essential or thor
oughgoing difference, often stressing an absence of any 
relationship between things).5 These common synonyms 
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for difference imply negative qualities or conditions and 
negative relations: disagreement, dissent, discord, es
trangement, dissimilarity, contention, dispute, disparity, 
inequality, unlikeness, discrepancy.6 How easily differ
ence slips and slides and skids into the oblique. The most 
common antonyms for difference suggest those positive 
qualities or conditions and positive relations that we 
hope to achieve across lines of social and cultural dif
ference: agreement, similarity, assent, consent, accord, 
harmony, amity, concord, congruity, unison, and union. 

For the sake of convenience, my remarks are organized 
into three parts. The first part sketches an understanding 
of difference as located primarily in social group sta
tus; because the first section deals with the oppressive 
construction of difference, the second part teases out an 
appreciation of difference. The third part considers and 
critiques difference in relation to multiculturalism, and 
probes the power to accord or deny power to social and 
cultural difference. 

Understanding Difference 

A generic definition of the notion of difference posits 
some quality or feature of unlikeness between two or 
more things, events, places, or persons. For instance, a 
baseball differs from a basketball in the obvious external 
features of size, shape, and composition. The baseball 
and the basketball have different uses and cannot be 
substituted in playing the sport particular to each. Both 
a baseball and basketball differ from a hockey puck, 
even though the puck and the baseball are moved about 
by sticks (technically termed a bat in baseball). Still, 
there is no mistaking hockey for baseball or baseball 
for hockey. Or consider baseball again: The fans of each 
team enact various rituals - distinctive hand signals or 
face painting or dress or particular foods - at every game 
with zany zeal and intensity. Invariably, sports reporters 
comment on the religious fervour of the fans, and yet no 
one confuses these events for the worship of Anglicans 
or Roman Catholics or Baptists. Some events are so 
complex that they may prove difficult to distinguish 
or define. For example, what may be thought to be a 
war for democracy might, in fact, be a war for oil and 
dominance. 

Himani Bannerji rightly cautions that we not over
look or erase or elide "distinction[ s] between different 
kinds of differences."7 To follow Bannerji's point, dif
ferences that are encoded as gender, race, and class "are 
structured through power relations."8 In other words, 
social oppression is one of the differences that power 
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differentials ( differences in power and position or status) 
effect. The political theorist Iris Marion Young extends 
the notion of social oppression to designate "the disad
vantage and injustice some people suffer not because 
a tyrannical power coerces them, but because of the 
everyday practices of a well-intentioned liberal society."9 
Social oppression denotes those "systemic constraints" 
placed on groups by a few people's choices or policies. 
The structuring and causes of social oppression 

are embedded in unquestioned norms, habits, and 
symbols, in the assumptions underlying institutional 
rules and the collective consequences of following 
those rules. It names [as Marion Frye puts it,] "an 
enclosing structure of forces and barriers which tends 
to the immobilization and reduction of a group or 
category of people." In this extended sense oppres
sion refers to the vast and deep injustices that some 
groups suffer as a consequence of often unconscious 
assumptions and reactions of well-meaning people in 
ordinary interactions, media and cultural stereotypes, 
and structural features of bureaucratic hierarchies and 
market mechanisms - in short the normal processes 
of everyday life. rn

That is to say, sexism, racism (including anti
Semitism), classism, homophobia are disguised and 
"reproduced in major economic, political, cultural, and 
[religious] institutions.''11

Liberalism and liberal societies insist on the notion 
of the rights of individuals as well as the protection of 
those rights; but sexism, racism, classism, homophobia 
constitute restrictions on the rights of many persons in 
the ordinary attempt to live their lives in public as well 
as private (home) spaces. These vicious acts immobilize 
and diminish the activity, if not the spirit of human per
sons. Acts of sexism, racism (including anti-Semitism), 12

classism, and homophobia constitute infringements on 
the rights of individual human persons, even as those 
persons are victimized for (usually) unintentional mem
bership in a targeted social group. 

A social group is an aggregate of people, but it is 
not merely an aggregate. The notion of social group 
implies "a specific kind of collectivity, with specific 
consequences for how people understand one another 
and themselves."13 On Young's account, a social group
is distinguished by these basic characteristics: First, "It 
is differentiated from at least one other group by cultural 
forms, practices, or a way of life." Second, this differ
entiation promotes group affinity and prompts group 
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members to favour association with one another more 
than association with others. And third, "a group exists 
only in relation to at least one other group."14

Young recognizes that while "some groups have come 
to be formed out of oppression, and relations of privilege 
and oppression structure the interactions among many 
groups, group differentiation is not in itself oppres
sive."15 Moreover, not all social groups are oppressed. A
social group may be designated as oppressed when that 
group experiences one of the following five conditions: 
exploitation, marginalization, powerlessness, cultural 
imperialism, or random violence. 

The condition of exploitation refers to "[the social] 
oppression [that] occurs through [the] steady process 
of the transfer of the result of the labor of one social 
group to the benefit of another."16 The injustice of class
exploitation consists not, only in gross inequities in the
distribution of goods and services in a society, but also 
"enacts a [ damaging] structural relation between social 
groups" and despoils human potential and affective 
relationships.17 The process of marginalization, since it
expels entire categories of people from active, creative, 
and practical participation in social life, stands as what 
Young calls a "dangerous form of oppression." The 
extreme end of marginalization subjects a social group 
and its individual members to "severe material [and psy
chological] deprivation and even extermination."18 The
Holocaust, the attempts at ethnic cleansing in Armenia, 
Cambodia, Bosnia, and Rwanda testify to the brutal real
ity of efforts at extreme marginalization over the last one 
hundred years. If, in modern societies, the domination of 
privileged social groups constitutes a practice, then the 
powerlessness of socially marginalized others is a goal 
of that practice. Moreover, such domination is mediated 
through widely dispersed influence, persuasion, and 
manipulation of many agents who, in fact, mediate the 
decisions of others. Thus, some individuals and some 
privileged groups possess, at least to some extent, power 
in relation to others even though they may lack delib
erative or decisive power over policies. The powerless 
lack even such mediated authority or power and cannot 
exercise power over others; the powerless are thqse over 
whom power is exercised without their ever exercising 
it. 19

Cultural imperialism involves control and domi
nance over the means of mediation, interpretation, 
representation, and communication in a society. Cultural 
imperialism entails not only the "universalization of 
a dominant group's exp�rience and culture, [but] the 
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establishment of that [ experience and] culture as the 

norm."20 The cultural products of the dominant group re

flect not only their own achievement, but come to stand 

as the ideal representative of humanity as such. Further, 

Young argues, "the culturally dominated undergo a para

doxical oppression, in that they are both marked out by 

stereotypes and at the same time rendered invisible."21 

These culturally dominated women and men "find 

themselves defined from the outside, positioned, placed 

by a network of dominant meanings they experience 

as arising from elsewhere, from those with whom they 

do not identify and who do not identify with them."22 

Poignantly, women and men of these oppressed social 

groups, too often, internalize the dominant culture's 

"stereotyped and inferiorized images" of themselves, at 

least insofar as they are forced to react to the behaviour 

of others who are influenced by those images. 23 

Finally, members of oppressed social groups suffer 

systemic violence. Members of these social groups live 

with the fear of random, unprovoked attacks on their 

persons or property- even from police authorities. A key 

dimension of random, xenophobic violence is its irratio

nality and unpredictability. It is motivated by the fear or 

hatred some privileged groups experience in relation to 

these marginalized, powerless social others.24 

Drawing on the work of Canadian philosopher

theologian Bernard Lonergan and employing his very 

technical use of the term bias, we can provide another 

explanation for oppressive social difference. Lonergan 

distinguishes bias from the common-sense notion of at

tachment to a particular preference or an inclination of 

temperament. Rather, on his account, bias is the more or 

less conscious and deliberate choice, in the face of what 

we perceive to be a potential threat to our well being, to 

exclude further questions or information or data from 

consideration in our understanding, judgment, reflec

tion, and decision. All human beings are susceptible to 

bias, which distorts and inhibits our conscious pe,for

mance in eve,yday living by blinding our understanding. 

Lonergan identifies four principal ways in which this 

distortion may occur - dramatic, individual, group, and 

general bias.25 

Dramatic bias takes the form of the denial of affect 

in the day-to-day living out our lives. It reveals itself not 

only in a refusal to understand, but also in a refusal to 

behave and grow emotionally in healthy and life-giving 

ways. Dramatic bias projects into our imaginations an 

idealized picture of ourselves. Under the influence of 

dramatic bias, when we take decisions, we are enticed 
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to eliminate from consideration feelings that may rise in 

opposition to that idealized picture. But attentiveness to 

our feelings is important. When we deny that we feel re

sentment or anger or fear, that we feel used or exploited, 

that we feel disappointed in a parent or spouse or child 

or friend, we are repressing feelings that we, in fact, do 

feel. For most ofus this has a most threatening quality. 

Dramatic bias generates and thrives in oppressive 

social and cultural contexts. Members of the dominant 

or privileged group are given permission to project their 

personal inadequacies on members of non-privileged 

group(s). These women and men not only harm them

selves by resisting the invitation to self-transcendence, 

they cause incalculable suffering to those whom they 

dominate. Non-privileged group(s) too may harm 

themselves by refusing to grapple with personal inad

equacies in daily living or internalized self-doubt and 

self-hatred. 

Individual bias is conscious distortion in develop

ment not only of an individual's intelligence, but of her 

or his affective and experiential orientation as well. In 

oppressive social and cultural contexts, individual bias 

manifests itself in selfish pursuit of personal desires at 

the expense of human relationships and social coopera

tions, i.e. at the expense of the common human good of 

culture and society. When we yield to the temptation of 

individual bias, we refuse opportunities to meet others 

who may be 'different' from us, to engage them, to open 

ourselves to them. When we yield to the temptation of 

individual bias, we repudiate opportunities for growth in 

personal and communal or social relationships. Such op

portunities are basic for human affective and cognitive 

development.26 The upshot of yielding to the temptation 

of individual bias is a set of distorted experiences that 

become the foundation for distorted understandings of 

other women and men and their cultures as well as our

selves and our culture. 

Although individual bias is potentially operative in 

any society, the distortions that result in social (that is, 

political, economic, and technological) patterns in that 

society cannot be attributed to individual bias alone. In 

oppressive social and cultural contexts, group bias finds 

particular expression in ethnocentrism and racial con

flict in bringing about the common human good. Group 

bias sacrifices intelligent, responsible discernment in 

the bringing about of the common human good in a 

culturally diverse society to the pursuit of the interests 

of a dominant group and stifles the experiences or inter

ests of other groups. Members of the dominant group 



side-step authentic forms of solidarity with the pain and 
suffering of marginalized peoples. They withdraw from 
experiential contact with the non-privileged members 
of society. Their biased decisions and actions may be 
enforced not only through legislation and custom, but 
also through police control. 1p. this situation, marginal
ized racial groups irrupt in bitterness, in frustration, in 
civil disobedience, and in rebellion. In this situation, the 
course of authentic human and social development is 
derailed. The conditions for generating new intelligent 
insights and taking practical responsible, healing and 
creating action to meet and reverse the deteriorating 
decline in society are precluded. 

Finally, there is the general bias of common sense by 
which common sense considers itself omni-competent 
or sufficient to handle all situations. In most common
sense situations, such as learning a computer software 
program or purchasing an airplane ticket online, self
correction gains control of the situation. But common 
sense cannot assume that it can pass judgment on all

matters, whether theory or philosophy or science. The 
general bias of common sense plays a distinctive role 
in constricting and distorting insights for the practical, 
intelligent, imaginative ordering of the common human 
good in a society or culture. The general bias of com
mon sense restricts intelligence to the immediate and 
the short-term, and ignores or overlooks the long-term 
consequences of ad hoe measures. This form of bias 
focuses on short-term practicality; it is preoccupied only 
with the immediate. When the general bias of common 
sense colludes with group bias, it supports the tenden
cies of privileged groups to exclude from consideration 
fresh and fruitful ideas that might come from so-called 
non-privileged groups, and, even to distort the good 
ideas of these groups. 

To relate the negative construction of difference to 
bias reinforces the act and fact of social construction: 
sexism, racism (including anti-Semitism), classism, ho
mophobia are not merely out there for us to solve or fix; 
rather, they are sedimented in our consciousness, suf
fuse our choices and decisions, our habits of mind and 
heart.27 Any advance in favour of concrete transforma
tion and change of the social order can be achieved only 
by critical intelligent confrontation with ideologies of 
power and domination that sustain and suffuse a biased 
social and cultural context. 

Appreciating and Critiquing Difference 

I have been sketching out, in general terms, to borrow 
a phrase from Bannerji, 'the dark side' of difference. It is 
a side that is easily associated with societal tendencies to 
aggressively assimilate or swallow cultures and peoples 
whole to force and to enforce homogeneity. Black les
bian ;oet Audre Larde summons us to appreciate and 
value difference: 

Too often, we pour the energy needed for recognizing 
and exploring difference into pretending those dif
ferences are insurmountable barriers, or that they do 
not exist at all. This results in a voluntary isolation, 
or false and treacherous connections. Either way, we 
do not develop tools for using human difference as 
a springboard for creative change within our lives. 
We speak not of humap difference, but of human 
deviance.28 

How do we do this? To open ourselves to human 
difference, we, first, must resist what social theorist 
Theodor Adorno called the relentless "logic of identity" 
that denies and represses the creativity of diversity and 
difference.29 Young takes note of "the irony of the logic 
of identity [that seeks] to reduce the differently similar 
to the same, [thus turning] the merely different into the 
absolutely other."30 I know that US culture and the social 
order (i.e., the political, economic, and technological) 
that it reproduces are products of such logic, but decide 
for yourselves whether the following example works for 
Canadians. In the US, differently similar Celtic-, Anglo-, 
European-American men and women share similarity of 
skin colour. Although those men and women have been 
formed by many different religious, personal, cultural, 
intellectual, social class, and historical experiences, the 
logic of identity reduces their rich and complex differ
ences to skin colour and renders the different the same. 
On the other hand, this same logic ironically skewers 
those who are merely different in skin colour. Thus, 
Nigerians, Ghanaians, Kenyans, Egyptians, Latinos/ 
as, Koreans, Japanese, Chinese, Sioux, Chippewa, 
Cherokee Vietnamese are absolutized as other. T4eir . 
participation in the various dimensions of the' social 
order is monitored and controlled as these children, 
women, and men are made different and visible. 

Any celebration of difference and diversity calls us 
to acknowledge and recognize differences, for unac
knowledged and unrecognized differences rob us of 
creative energy and insight. When we acknowledge and 
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affirm our differences, we are prepared to encounter 

other persons in all their actual complexity, individual

ity, quirkiness, and human mysteriousness. But, such 

acknowledgment and affirmation also means that we 

will be uncomfortable: we can no longer put that woman 

or man in a stereotypical box; now, insight and inquiry 

compel us to think before we speak or act. When I open 

myself to difference, then the man or woman and I are 

moving toward the possibility of new relationship. 

At the same time, acknowledgment must give way 

to knowledge. Any celebration of human difference and 

human diversity requires knowledge of human persons 

and their collective histories, of cultures and traditions. 

Our knowledge about human diversity comes from 

many sources - books and films, journals and, even, 

the Internet, i.e. from attentive respectful inquiry into 

a man's or woman's cultural practices and traditions. 

But, our most profound knowledge can come only from 

engaging the heart, for we humans are social beings; we 

are made for and called to friendship, to relationship. We 

must be willing - over and over and over again - to risk 

openness and rejection, agreement as well as discord. 

This requires all the patience and respect, sincerity and 

humility we can muster. We learn to talk, to sort out the 

difficulties that we share and those we do not. We learn 

to look into another person's eyes and catch glimpses of 

their joys and sorrows. But, appreciation of difference 

is not without demand. The concrete act of appreciating 

and valuing the rich differences embodied in another hu

man person taxes body and spirit. What or who will you 

lose if you speak up when acquaintances or colleagues 

or friends speak of so-called 'visible minorities' in de

grading or denigrating ways? What price are you willing 

to pay to speak up when so-called 'visible minorities' 

degrade gay men or lesbians? What is your worst fear 

about what could happen to you if you refused to tell a 

man where the woman whom he had battered was hid

ing? The concrete act of appreciating and valuing human 

differences costs. 

Finally, appreciation should never be confused with 

tolerance. A dictionary definition explains tolerance as 

"the acceptance of the differing views of other people 

and fairness toward the people who hold different views; 

or, the act of putting up with something or someone 

irritating or otherwise unpleasant; or, allowance made 

for something to deviate in size from a standard, or the 

limit within which it is allowed to deviate."31 Notice 

the phrases employed: accepting differing views; put

ting up with; allowing or limiting deviation. Tolerance 
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Lonergan insists, "is helpless to provide coherent solu
tions to social problems," precisely because tolerance 

calls forth the man or woman [the totalitarian] "who 

takes the narrow and complacent practicality of common 

sense and elevates it to the role of a complete and exclu

sive viewpoint."32 Tolerance supports the co-existence 

of all, even contradictory, conflicting, inimical positions 

and, thus, suspends any critique of the foundation of 

those positions. Tolerance devolves into tolerance of the 

least, the lowest, the ignoble; it subordinates reality to 

'what is,' never questioning 'what ought to be.' Social 

ends justify the means, even as those means insult hu

man intelligence, ignore religion's critique, and trample 

moral conscience. 33 

Dramatic, individual, and group biases along with 

the general bias of common sense make us pliant to 

tolerance. Through cunning and carefully crafted ap

peals to our repressed feelings of social disappointment 

and resentment, the media, politicians, governments, 

educators, even ecclesiastical officials, prey upon our 
susceptibility to dramatic bias. Confused, angry, but 

not at all sure why, we allow and tolerate injustice: we 

accept cutbacks in vital social services for the most 

vulnerable and disparage charges of sexual harassment. 

Through misleading information and false advertising, 

politicians, governments, educators, the media, and 

ecclesiastical officials affirm our refusals to grow in 

deeper knowledge of women and men who are cultur
ally or racially or ethnically or economically different 

than us. These women and men and institutions help us 

to court individual bias. We limit and prefer our limited, 

often stereotypical, knowledge of the other; we tolerate 

misinformation. We are content with the sly eliding of 

the homosexual and the pedophile; we are satisfied with 

our own ignorance. Dramatic and individual biases feed 

group bias. Not only does the dominant group sacrifice 
intelligent, reasonable, responsible action in bringing 

the common human good to fruition, but the dominant 

group tolerates its own suffering under such patently 

obtuse sacrifice. For example, the notion of the 'logic of 

identity,' which I mentioned earlier, operates in the US 

to draw all white men and women together on the basis 

of racial privilege and racial hierarchy. During local 

or state or national elections, poor whites overwhelm

ingly vote the same way as other whites. However, the 

policies that derive from these elected officials require 

poor whites to tolerate their own social suffering (e.g., 

meager wages, dead-end jobs, lack of health care, poor 

schools); these policies, in fact, usually favour whites, 



but rich whites. Indeed, the collusion of politics and 
economics, as the case of Lynde England demonstrates, 
rarely favours all whites, but poor whites never. The 
general bias of common sense trumpets practicality, but 
only in the short run. Our preoccupation with immediate 
desires or whims, quick-fix solutions or success allows 
us to tolerate the substitution of immaterial, unverified, 
and insufficient data for what is relevant, accurate, and 
sufficient. Long-term consequences stand too far on 
the distant horizon and we are not patient enough to 
continue questioning. Bias in its several forms makes 
us pliant to tolerance and the vicious conditions that our 
tolerance serves up. 

Finally, the appreciation and embrace of differ
ence are not innocent. Appreciation never suspends its 
critical faculties; it draws upon knowledge of human 
cultural differences in order to contest lowered aspira
tions and debased practices as what they have become 
- departures from the call to human personhood through
culture. We must appreciate difference enough to ques
tion it: What is your response when you read in the
newspaper that Asian gangs are killing one another?
Do you shrug off this assault against human life and the
common human good, saying - 'It's their culture, not
mine'? What is your response to patriarchal violence in
the lives and homes of women of colour? Do you say,
'That's their culture' and look away? Appreciation of
difference evokes a conversion of mind, heart, and liv
ing; hence, we cannot absent ourselves from the moral
obligation to take a position on such matters.

The embrace of social identity difference or the 'poli
tics of identity' is often associated with essentialism or 
the view that certain differences or the differences of 
certain groups are natural. Essentialism contends that 
all who belong to 'x' group experience life in the same 
fashion; it unifies and assumes some framework for 
unity - for example, people of African-descent around 
the globe are assumed to be united by the experience of 
social oppression from the 15th century forward. Some 
African American sc�olars have contested this posi
tion, which is a position held by other African American 
scholars - namely, that black life is forever bound, 
shaped, and curtailed by the tension of crippling and 
limited opposites - "slave and free, Negro and citizen, 
insider and outsider, black and white, struggle and sur
vival" with no possibility of transcending or mediating 
these fruitfully.34 Essentialism denies possibilities of 
personal, individual, and group growth or change or 

development. But social identities are never fixed and 
immutable. 

Viewed as essential or natural, differences can mu
tate into absolutes. For example, when (white) feminist 
critiques enlarge and complexify the notion of women's 
experience, it is possible that this very positive effort 
could render women of colour as absolutely different 
(from themselves as white women).35 This process stems 
from "generalizing from [differences] and claiming that 
they are final."36 If the difference is totalized, Albert 
Memi writes, if it "penetrates the flesh, the blood and the 
genes of the victim. . . . it is transformed into fate, des
tiny, heredity."37 And once the difference is transformed 
into fate or destiny or heredity, then that absolutized dif
ference is naturalized. Now it encompasses not merely 
each individual person, each lone human being, but 
all persons like her or him. Whatever the difference, it 
penetrates profoundly and collectively; it is complete 
and inescapable. So, for example, those who diverge 
from a declared racial norm are said to diverge from

what it means to be a human being, diverge from be-ing 

human. 

Difference is slippery. There are real differences; 
after all, men are not women, but men and women are 
human beings. Social theorist Stuart Hall observes: 
"There is the 'difference' which makes a radical and un
bridgeable separation: and there is a 'difference' which 
may be positional [and] conditional."38 Something on 
each of these aspects: Positional difference adverts to the 
relation of social group and its individual members to a 
given society within which that group and its members 
find themselves. Positional difference is constructed; 
it assigns privilege and power in a given society. This 
form of difference positions or ranks social groups and 
their individual members on an scale that both evaluates 
their relation to gender, race, class, ethnicity and their 
relation to one another. Positional difference may shift 
in meaning or status in relation to certain differences as 
well as to social group standing (e.g., gender status may 
shift in relation to race or class). Conditional difference

may be temporary in relation to the dynamic unfolding 
of the physical, chemical, organic, and psychic sc.!ie�es 
that ground human growth and development as well 
as human self-transcendence. Consider the movement 
from embryo to fetus to infant to child to adult; yet, at 
each phase and at any time in cellular development and 
complexification the embryo or fetus may be impaired 
or stifled by dysfunctions that could lead to autism or 
defective heart valves or malformed limbs. Consider 
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the progress of the seven-year-old, who takes piano les

sons because parents recognize talent, to the eager and 

exuberant teenage pianist to the internationally known 

Bach keyboard interpreter; yet, at each stage of that 

movement, human effort wrestles with tests to human 

self-transcendence. 

Multiculturalism and the Power of Difference 

Difference inflects or sounds a different tone or pitch 

in different national contexts.39 The government of the 

United States has no developed ( or even undeveloped) 

policy on how to live with human difference. The 

government of Canada has such a policy: multicultural

ism. In 1971, under the leadership of Prime Minister 

Pierre Elliot Trudeau, Canada launched an official 

policy of multiculturalism, which shifted Canadian fed

eral government policy away from assimilation. Official 

multiculturalism legitimated cultural and ethnic diversi

ty and affirmed these differences as integral to Canadian 

society. This policy was made into law through 1988 

Canadian Multiculturalism Act.40 "A Canada for All: 

Canada's Action Plan Against Racism" forthrightly as

sesses the situation and proposes a practical six-point 

plan.41 On the one hand, Canada both recognizes and ac

knowledges the role that nations can play in constructing 

social identities and differences. Nations help to define 

and institutionalize the categories and relations that 

produce and maintain as well protect and foster social 

identity differences.42 On the other hand, multicultural

ism, like difference, is a slippery term. 

On the face of it, multiculturalism as resistance to 

cultural imperialism and assimilation seems prefer

able. Surely it trumps "assimilationist universalism 

deployed through a language of liberal pluralism and 

citizenship."43 Surely it trounces homogenization or the 

designation of some cultures as subcultures. 

Literally, the term multicultural (multiculturalism) 

connotes many or several cultures. Ifwe use Lonergan's 

definition of culture as a set of meanings and values that 

shape and inform a way of life, then multiculturalism 

admits of several ways of living, several distinctive sets 

of traditions and practices, several and various particular 

social and intellectual and aesthetic histories. But what is 

a multicultural practice? a multicultural tradition? How 

would we write a multicultural intellectual or aesthetic 

history? Would such a task turn out to be a matter of 

"stitching" or weaving one group's cultural complexity 

into another's and both into or onto a national fabric?44 

Who possesses the knowledge and the power to decide 
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how much and what content is stitched or woven togeth

er? Who decides to discard or eliminate some practices 

and traditions, but not others? What does a multicultural 

history acknowledge and confess? And what does such 

a history hide or disguise? 

In your case, certainly, this word multiculturalism is 

fraught with tension: the First Nations, English Canada, 

French Canada, the so-called 'new' immigrants, and 

so-called 'visible minorities' are all packed into the box 

marked multiculturalism. Of course, in our case, multi

culturalism is equally complex and equally ambiguous. 

There so-called ethnic cultures are pushed to surren

der to a :flattened out 'American culture' that bleaches 

and rinses out what cannot be easily marketed. This 

persistent assimilation acknowledges the presence of 

Hispanic/Latinos/as and various Asian peoples manag

ing the discourse of race and racialization alongside "the 

discourse of the alien and the illegal."45 Life in the US 

box remains rather fractious and fracturing. 

In a critique of multiculturalism, Angela Davis 

writes: 

Multiculturalism has acquired a quality akin to spec

tacle. The metaphor that has displaced the melting 
pot is the salad. A salad consists of many ingredients, 

is colorful and beautiful, and it is to be consumed by 

someone. Who consumes multiculturalism is a ques

tion begging to be asked.46 

Who, then, we might ask, is multiculturalism for? 

What is gained and what is lost by this usage and 

its meanings? A laudable goal of multiculturalism is 

inclusion, but mere inclusion is not enough. In some 
social (i.e., political, economic, technological) contexts, 

multiculturalism conveniently ignores or erases gender, 

race, and class. By including 'x' group in the political 

process on the basis of cultural distinctiveness, we may 

ignore the abuse of women or homosexuals in among 

that group. By encouraging and facilitating 'y' group to 

engage the economic field, in the process we may push 

the discourse of race or, worse, racist practices among 

members of that group to the back burner. By celebrat

ing 'z' group's aesthetic contributions, in the process we 

may repress the historic exclusion of that group from 

participation in the common political sector. What at

titudes do we exhibit toward the various peoples and 

their cultures that have been multiculturalized? Can we 

enjoy your food even as we mock your speech patterns? 

Can we benefit from your labour even as we sniff at you 

when you walk through certain hotel lobbies? Can we 
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listen to your music even as we speak about you noncha
lantly in derogatory terms? 

The notion of multiculturalism makes many of us 
nervous, and I count myself among that number. The 
prevailing suspicion ( certainly mine) is that someone 
is consuming multiculturali�m. But that someone or 
those someones are not the women and men who have 
been rolfed by muiticulturalism. Perhaps, the notion of 
multiculturalism responds to an expressed need, even 
demand, for those gestures of respect and recognition47 

that every human person, every human group and cul
ture desires. If the notion of multiculturalism is able to 
do this - well and good. But, it seems that when multi
culturalism wanders into the political arena, it bows to 
individual autonomy and individual rights. It remains at 
risk of thrusting off the communitarian responsibilities 
and obligations implicit in culture, that is, the mean
ings and values that shape human living on personal 
and communal levels. This is a double-edged move: 
for while a culture may be recognized, respected, cel
ebrated, the people who keep that culture dynamic and 
alive are allowed no claim on the common good unless 
they have private goods to bring to the table. 

Conclusion 

Multiculturalism focuses on what may accommodate 
convergences of meanings and values. Pasolini came to 
grasp India and Indians through the lens of convergence. 
At the same time, since multiculturalism repudiates as
similation, it underscores what distinguishes meanings 
and values one from another. Moravia came to judge 
India and Indians through the lens of divergence. "They 

are just the same as us" and "They are utterly different 

from us." 

Both Pasolini and Moravia were thoughtful, well 
intentioned, and sincere in their efforts to understand 
a very different culture. Yet, neither writer was able to 
grasp adequately the standards, meanings, and values 
of Indian culture so as to formulate suf:ficientjudgments 
about their experience and the culture. Despite goodness 
and charm, each man failed in, what Marilyn Legge has 
called, "relational responsibility" to India and Indians.48 
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Benedict XVI's First Encyclical 

Gregory Baum, Professor emeritus 
McGill University, Montreal, Quebec 

T
he first words of the first encyclical of Benedict XVI
are Deus Caritas est: in English, God is love. The 

biblical quotation reveals the topic of the urgent mes
sages the Pope is sending to the Catholic Church. The 
first part of the encyclical offers theological reflections 
on charity, and the second discusses the Church's mis
sion of charity. 

Benedict XVI does not tell us why he has chosen the 
topic of love for his :first encyclical. Still, it is legitimate to 
speculate about the reasons for his choice. The Pope sees 
in the present world an endless ocean of suffering, suf
fering produced by many causes: natural disasters, mass 
starvation, bombardments and terror attacks, AIDS and 
other deadly diseases, discrimination, and other forms 
of exclusion from well-being - all major ills for which 
there is no quick remedy. The Pope compares today's 
humanity to the biblical figure of Job "who complained 
before God about the presence of incomprehensible and 
apparently unjustified suffering in the world" (no. 38). 1 

To this world the Church must proclaim the Good News 
that in their suffering people are accompanied by God's 
grace strengthening and consoling them. 

It is not easy for people who are well to give this 
message to people who are broken. Still, the Church is 
bound to proclaim the love of God. This God is not a 
heavenly monarch who intervenes miraculously in hu
man history; this God is r.ather a gracious presence, as 
Word and Spirit, which sustains people's vital forces 
and communicates hope. The Church recognizes today 
that God's gracious self-donation is offered not only to 
Christian believers, but also to all human beings as they 
open their hearts. Benedict XVI insists on this universal 
message. 

Theological Reflections 

In his learned reflections on divine and human love, 
the Pope makes two interesting points that rarely appear 
in Catholic teaching. He :first introduces a distinction, 
well known to students of theology, between eras, the 
love that seeks self-fulfillment, and agape, the love that 
selflessly seeks the good of the other. According to the 
Catholic tradition, these two loves need not be in con
flict. Eros in search of fulfillment will discover the worth 

of the other, fall in love with the other, and then selflessly 
serve the other's well-being; and, conversely, agape may 
lead to a deeper knowledge of the other, discover the 
goodness in the other, and then find satisfaction in the 
other's presence. Here eras nourishes agape, and agape 

unleashes eras. 

Unusual is the idea of the encyclical that God's love 
of humanity, which is self-giving agape, follows the 
same dynamics and unleashes eras. In other words, God 
enjoys being with us. This is rarely said in Catholic 
teaching. In the fortunate phrase of a contemporary 
theologian, "God does not want to be God without us." 

Unusual is a second point made in the encyclical. 
Sexual eras, we are told, is valued in the Catholic tradi
tion. Sexual eras is a divine gift intended to be raised to 
a selfless love of the other. Here sexual eras nourishes 
agape. If the desire for sexual satisfaction is not lifted 
into a generous love of the other, it will become a self
ish search for pleasure and reduce sexual relations to 
an exchange of commodities. The Pope writes that this 
positive evaluation of sexual eras is the teaching of 
Christian antiquity, but he does not quote a single text 
from the ancient Christian writers. This is not surprising 
since they and the theologians of subsequent centuries 
honoured sexuality only as means of procreation. 

The Church's Works of Charity 

The second part of the encyclical deals with the 
Church's ministry of charity. It is generally held that the 
practice of charity ( diakonia) is an essential dimension 
of the Church's divine mission, together with proclama
tion (kerygma) and worship (leiturgia). 

Compared with the teaching of Pope John Paul II, 
the present encyclical is disappointing. For John Paul II, 
the preaching of the Gospel was incomplete if it was not 
accompanied by the demand for human rights and the 
condemnation of social inequalities harmful to human 
dignity. For John Paul II, the Church's prophetic mes
sage was part of her ke,ygma. 

Pope Benedict XVI does not follow this 1ine of · 
thought. The only prophetic appeal in his encyclical is 
in a sentence referring to John Paul II. "His encyclical 
Ut Unum Sint (1995) emphasized that the building of a 
better world requires Christians to speak with a united 
voice in working to inculcate 'respect for the rights and 
needs of eve1yone, especially the poor, the lowly and 
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the defenceless'" (no. 30b). That the Gospel calls upon 
believers to look upon society from the perspective of its 
victims is not mentioned in the present encyclical. 

The reader of the encyclical will be surprised that it 
makes no reference to what the Church's ministry of love 
means in the contemporary situation marked by serious 
ethno-religious tensions. What is the Church's pastoral 
message regarding the lack of integration of immigrants, 
the formation of ghettos by the excluded, and the illegal 
entry of people trying to escape starvation? Not a word 
in the encyclical about how those who believe in God's 
love should react to these painful phenomena. 

The practical concern of the encyclical is the 
Church's ministry of charity: her diakonia. From its very 
beginning and throughout her history, we are told, the 
Church has offered help and resources to improve the 
lot of the poor, a practice that in modem times has taken 
on enormous proportions. Modem technological devel
opment permits us to be informed about the misery of 
people in distant lands and, at the same time, allows us to 
send teams of helpers to offer them relief. The encycli
cal urges Catholic institutions, dioceses, and charitable 
organizations to do their utmost to assist people in need, 
people devastated by natural disasters, famines, or the 
damage done by wars and other forms of violence. 

In exercising the ministry of charity, Catholic institu
tions should be ready to work with Protestant church 
groups and secular organizations and accept assistance 
from governments. The Pope expresses his profound 
gratitude to the dedicated men and women who serve the 
poor in the name of the Church and as a witness to their 
faith in Jesus Christ. He adds that charity must never be 
used to proselytize. 

The encyclical offers several warnings, the meaning 
of which is not quite clear. "Christian charitable activ
ity must be independent of parties and ideologies. It is 
not a means of changing the world ideologically, and 
it is not at the service of a worldly strategems, but it is 
a way of making present here and now the love which 
humans always need" (no. 31 b ). Or again later: "The 
Church's charitable activity must not be inspired by ide
ologies aimed at improving the world, but should rather 
be guided by the faith which works through love" (no. 
33). Must we understand this to mean that the Church in 
countries marked by apartheid or other forms of struc
tural exclusion should assist the victims, yet refrain from 
criticizing the government? 

The answer to this question is not clear. The encycli
cal is preoccupied with Marxism, even though Marxist 
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regimes have almost disappeared. Twice the encyclical 
refutes the old Marxist idea that acts of charity stabilize 
an unjust social order and thus offer support for the sta
tus quo. There is a grain of truth in this, the encyclical 
admits, but it is fundamentally wrong (no. 26). Even in 
a just society, charity will be needed for the weak, the 
sick, and the elderly. 

It is surprising that the encyclical does not criti
cize the neo-liberal ideology as advocated by former 
President Ronald Reagan and other political leaders that 
favours private charity to free the government from its 
social obligations. Neo-liberalism, at odds with Catholic 
teaching, does not recognize the duty of government to 
redistribute wealth in society. John Paul II, we recall, 
always criticized both Marxism and the neo-liberal ide
ology that abandons the common good to the laws of the 
unregulated market. Yet the present encyclical makes no 
reference to neo-liberalism at all. 

A Theological Difference 

There is a theological reason for these different ap
proaches of the two pontiffs. In explaining the relation 
between love, justice, and politics, the present encycli
cal returns to the papal teaching prior to John XXIII by 
making a clear distinction between Church and State, i.e. 
between the sphere of faith, hope, and love regulated by 
the official Church and the sphere of justice and politics 
regulated by the State. Here justice and politics belong 
to the secular order. The Church helps the State by offer
ing her social teaching based on reason and the natural 
law, yet the Church does not act politically. It is the task 
of lay Catholics, guided by Catholic teaching and urged 
by love, to act as citizens in the political order. 

More recent papal teaching does not make such a 
clear distinction between Church and State. Church 
here signifies the believing community including its 
leaders; the secular reference is not simply the State but 
the whole of society including the government. Here the 
two spheres, religious and secular, overlap. Believers 
are simultaneously ·members of Church and society, and 
their Christian life has inevitably political meaning. The 
commitment to justice is part of the life of faith, hope, 
and charity. In this context, the word 'political' does not 
refer exclusively to the State's effort to promote justice 
or the activities of political parties; here 'the political' 
includes the commitment of citizens to the common 
good, the resistance to prejudice and discrimination, the 
debates about the imperatives of justice, and the effort to 
create a public opinion in support of human rights and 



greater social equality. John Paul II was keenly aware 
that governments will promote greater justice only when 
they are urged by social movements and supported by 
public opinion. 

John Paul II highlighted the political dimension of 
personal life by introducing _a new vocabulary. People, 
he wrote, are by nature 'subjects/ i.e. historical agents 
co-responsible for their society, and their 'subjectiv
ity' or co-responsibility for the institutions of which 
they are members must be respected by the governing 
authorities. Summoned by God to be fully and inte
grally human, people are ethical beings with political 
responsibility. To promote peace and justice, John Paul 
II argues, it is not sufficient to appeal to the governing 
authorities; it is equally necessary to create a culture of 
peace that is sensitive to the suffering of others, favours 
social justice, constrains collective arrogance, encour
ages dialogue, honours negotiations in good faith, and 
desires the peaceful resolutions of conflicts. Daily life 
has therefore a political dimension. 

Even spirituality, I wish to add, bears a political 
responsibility: does it promote a flight from the world, 
the search for God in the highest, and bracket from 
consciousness the suffering of others? Or does it hear in 
God the divine summons to solidarity with Jesus cruci
fied and by extension with all the humiliated men and 
women of history? 

The Meaning of Political 

The present encyclical rightly emphasizes that the 
official Church may not and does not play the political 
game of exerting direct influence on governments. But 
it says next to nothing of the prophetic mission of the 
Church, head and members, to proclaim God's Word as 
judgment on injustice and oppression and as promise of 
rescue and the newness oflife. 

The encyclical insists that Catholic organizations that 
perform acts of charity in the poorer parts of the world 
must not try to play a political role. This makes good 
sense if the word 'political' is understood in the narrow 
sense referring to actions proper to the State. However, 
if the word is used in the wider meaning, then the works 
of charity assisting the poor to develop their own self
help projects do have political meaning: they help the 
poor to discover their power to act. In countries marked 
by grave oppression, solidarity with the poor is seen as 
a dangerous political gesture. That is why in these coun
tries so many helpers of the poor, including priests and 

sisters, are murdered by assassins hired by the political 
and economic elites. 

In the subsection entitled 'Justice and Charity,' begin
ning with no. 26, the encyclical sustains the difference 
between charity as a divine gift and justice as a secular 
virtue. It does not follow the analysis of John Paul II 
that recognized an interaction between love and justice. 
Love, according to the previous Pope, urges Christians 
to enter into solidarity with the weak and excluded: John 
Paul II spoke of the preferential love for the poor. Here 
love prompts people to commit themselves to justice. 
Yet the struggle for justice is not enough. Justice creates 
hard conditions leading to subsequent conflicts unless it 
is accompanied by repentance and forgiveness. Love of 
God and neighbour is here seen as the stimulus to the 
quest for justice and, after the victory, as the assurance 
of its stability in peace. 

World Day of Peace 2006 

Pope Bendict XVI's message for the World Day of 
Peace on January 1, 2006, offers such a different theol
ogy of the Church's ministry of love that one wonders 
how the two ecclesiastical documents could have been 
written by the same author. Benedict XVI's message of 
peace follows the pastoral theology of John Paul II. Here 
the present Pope recognizes the mission of all Catholics 
and, in fact, of all people to serve the reconciliation of 
humanity in peace, justice, and truth. In a deeply divided 
world threatened by violent outbursts, the love of God, 
revealed in Jesus Christ, urges Catholics to become 
agents of peace, promoting a culture of dialogue, foster
ing self-critical attitudes, supporting international laws, 
opposing conditions of grave inequality, and demanding 
the protection of human rights. Here Benedict XVI rec
ognizes the political dimension of Christian life. 

In this message, the Pope makes an original point I 
have never seen in an ecclesiastical document. He speaks 
of 'the truth' of peace and argues that without truth there 
will be no peace. In this context, truth is not defined 
over against error, but over against lies and falsehood. 
There will be no peace, the Pope argues, until people 
and the institutions to which they belong stop lying, stop 

.., . 

distorting the image of others, stop disguising their own 
faults, and stop producing dishonest propaganda. Only 
as we are dedicated to truth and abandon all lies will we 
discover the right ordering of world according to God's 
gracious design. 
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Many Catholics will prefer the Pope's Peace Message 
of January 1, 2006, to his first encyclical published 
December 25, 2005. 

Professor emeritus of Theology at McGill University, Gregory Baum was 

the founder and first editor of the ecumenist. His book Amazing Church: A 

Catholic Theologian Remembers a Half-Century of Change was published 

by Novalis in 2005; his classic text Religion and Alienation: A Theological 

Reading of Sociology will be reissued in Fall 2006 by Novalis. 

1 Deus Caritas Est, www.vatican.va/holy_father/benedict_xvi/en

cyclicals/documents/hf_ben-xvi_enc_20051225_deus-caritas-est_en.h1Inl 

(Accessed 4 April 2006). 

Coherent Christianity 
Louis Roy 

Roy, who teaches at Boston College, begins by presenting a general picture of the 
Christian faith as a personal and communal adventure. He then explores the three basic 
attitudes that frame our relationship to God: faith, hope and love. The final section of 
Coherent Christianity emphasizes the value to religion of a dialogue with philosophy, 
psychology and culture. 

2-89507-375-9 Paperback 184 pp $21.95

Wonder and Wisdom 
Conversations in Science, Spirituality and Theology 
CELIA DEANE-DRUMMOND 

Drawing on her backgro�nd in theology and the biological sciences, Deane-Drummond 
offers an intriguing insight into the interplay between science and theology, and considers 
how wonder and wisdom might offer a deeper understanding between science and religion. 
An important new contribution to the Faith and Science debate. 

2-89507-788-6 Paperback 208 pp $21.95

L.......-----�=.:1-Available at your local bookstore or call l-800-387-7164 to order _______ __, 
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Message to Our Bishops 

Several newspapers reported that the Canadian Religious 

Conference, an_ umbrella group consisting of over 200 re

ligious orders representing over 22,000 sisters, priests, and 

brothers, recently released a report to help the Canadian 

bishops as they pay their ad limina visit to the \fcltican later 

this year. (Every five years, bishops are required to see the 

pope and visit sundry \fcltican officials.) The report, entitled 

"Message to our Bishops." comes out of a survey of the 

Canadian congregations. A remarkable 60 per cent of the 

Congregations replied to the survey. Their answers were 

organized into a series of analyses, critiques, and "wishes" 

around five major themes affecting church life. 

The Message raised the ire of not a few bishops since the 

religious leaders contested church teaching and practices 

coming from Rome. These challenges to traditional teach

ing included: 

• criticizing the "lack of freedom of speech among

Christians," including "the quick condemnation of

theologians";

• challenging the rigid and intransigent stand of the

Church on sexual morals, and practices stemming from

that position. including withholding the sacraments from

divorced and remarried Catholics and encouraging an un

welcoming attitude towards homosexuals;

• encouraging the autonomy of dioceses in the face of

\fcltican authority;

• opening discussion on the ordination of married men,

women, and "Elders" in First Nations communities;

• considering greater lay leadership, optional celibacy for

priests. and the ordination of women;

• calling for the restoration of the practice of general abso

lution alongside private confession;

• encouraging bolder statements on social justice issues

of poverty, inequality, sexism, human rights, and respect for

creation;

• and demanding that the Church "manifest first and fore

most its solidarity with the oppressed, becoming increasingly

the 'Servant of the poor.'"

In a letter to the bishops that accompanied the Message. 

CRC President Alain Ambeault, c.s.v .. wrote. 

"This is an uncommon step for us to take. We take it with 

the firm conviction that it is absolutely essential. particularly 

at this time in the history of the Church. We recognize the 

heavy burden you carry in shouldering the enormous chal

lenges facing Catholics in our country. We are persuaded 

of the need to offer you our full support as you share these 

with the current successor to Peter. Our Church has seen 

great suffering and is being called upon, now more than 

ever, to carefully discern the signs of the times. In the history 

of the Church. religious life has often been a bearer of light. 

particularly when it pointed to a need for transformation. In 

that same spirit we feel called upon to deliver this message 

to you." 

Given the importance and timeliness of the "Message to our 

Bishops," the ecumenist, with permission of the Candian 

Religious Conference. reproduces the text of this extraordi

nary document in its entirety. 

A Glance at Our Church 

Preliminaries 

B
etweenApril and June 2005, the Canadian Religious 

Conference (CRC) distributed a comprehensive 

survey to 230 religious congregations throughout the 

country. The purpose was to allow Canadian religious to 

express their perception of the Church in Canada. 

To facilitate this intervention, an ad hoe Committee 

of the CRC targeted five significant aspects of Church 

reality: 

1. The Church and the Search for Meaning

2. Community Life in the Church

3. Celebration in the Church

4. Solidarity within the Church

5. Prophecy in the Church

For each of the above, communities were asked to

elaborate on their vision from three different angles: 

• Point out the strengths and main achievements of

our Church under the heading: "We recognize ... "

• Point out any weaknesses or neglected aspects of

our Church under the heading: "We regret ... "

• Express our hopes for the Church under tae-head

ing: "We hope ... "

More than 60% of congregations responded to the 

survey. The overall quality of the answers reflects the 

care that went into their work. 

For this message, the CRC selected the perceptions 

that were mentioned with the most frequency or insis-
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tence or that reflected deep convictions, clearly rooted in 

their experience of religious life and life in the Church. 

1. The Church and the Search for Meaning

In view of the fact that today's young people and

adults engage in an active search for meaning, in

creasingly through diverging paths: cults, alternative 

religions, Eastern spiritualities (Zen prayer, etc.), para

spiritual experiments, clairvoyants and others ... 

We recognize 

I. That our Church has made a concerted effort to take

up the challenge of new evangelization and educa

tion in the Christian faith: rites of Christian initiation

and faith development (for children and adults); sac

ramental preparation; catechumenate and programs

for "new beginners"; the overwhelming participa

tion of women in these programs.

2. The benefits of programs for introducing young

people to the faith and the growth of adults in the

Christian faith.
3. That our Church has recognized the need for renew

ing its catechetical pedagogy: reaching adults from

their own experiences (andragogy) rather than the

formal teaching of doctrine.

4. That our Church, in general, supports the formation

of pastoral agents and catechists; that an increasing

number of lay people - especially women - study

theology, exegesis, and pastoral and spiritual care.

5. The benefits of a number of publications and of

organizations that reflect on life and current events

from a Christian perspective.

6. The participation of religious and lay people trained to

provide moral support in specific situations: divorce,

suicide, homelessness, drug addiction, terminal dis

eases (palliative care), persons searching for meaning.

7. That within our Church there are still young people

who take part in specific movements seeking a

Christian response to their search for meaning.

8. The importance given to spiritual and pastoral care

and the contribution of religious congregations in

this area.

9. The continuous efforts of several of our Bishops to

adhere to and follow up the Vatican II perspective on

the role of laity in the Church and Church life.

10. Particularly in English-speaking communities, the

importance given to other symbols and expressions

of faith, to interreligious dialogue and the spirituality

of First Nations peoples.
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We regret 

1. In terms of ethics and bioethics, the holding up of

an ideal that leaves little room for advancement and

progress; the defence of principles that do not reflect

human experience ( divorce, contraception, protec

tion against AIDS, alleviation of suffering at the end

oflife).

2. The lack ofreceptiveness and openness to the con

cerns and values of younger generations; insufficient

investment in human resources and the threat of
financial disengagement of the Bishops from grass

roots Catholic Action movements; the insufficient

energy devoted to spiritual care, especially of young

teenagers after their confirmation.

3. The lack of freedom of speech among Christians;
in the universal Church, the quick condemnation of

theologians; the perception of the Church by the me

dia as having no meaningful role for humanity; the

loss of confidence of a growing number of people

(men, women and young people) in the Church as

the carrier of a message that responds to their pro

found search for meaning.

4. The inadequate preparation of many ordained min

isters to provide spiritual leadership to Christian

communities and to build relationships with lay

people based on mutual trust.

5. The inadequacy of priests' theological and exegeti

cal formation, and of their preaching, for nourishing

the faith of God's People and bringing valid answers

to their search for meaning.

6. That our Church often gives priority to the reaffir

mation of dogma and traditional morals rather than

listening to the people's search for meaning and

journeying alongside them in the discovery of their

deeper motivations.

7. The lack of receptiveness, openness and initiative

of our Church in helping people to cope with the

new and difficult situations they face: separation,

divorce, joint custody of children, domestic vio

lence, new religious orientations chosen by family

members, etc.

8. That our Bishops have not taken sufficient measures

to provide adequate training and formation for mem

bers of the clergy called upon to work in multicultural

environments: foreign language learning, cultural

integration, interfaith approaches, collaborative and

collegial leadership structures, and respect for the

role of religious and lay people in the Church.



9. The legalistic image of the Catholic Church - and
of our Canadian Church - its rigidity and its intran
sigent stands on sexual morals; its lack of openness
regarding access to the sacraments for divorced
and remarried Catholics; its lack of compassion for
them; its unwelcoming attitude towards homosexu
als: images and attitudes that represent a regression
from the evangelical perspectives advocated by Vati
can II.

10. The unconditional alignment of our Church with di
rectives issued from Rome: the disappearance of the
practice of general absolution in communal celebra
tions; the lack of consistency in regard to the role of
women in the Church or to married priests .... 

11. The position of our Church that creates a disservice
to the cause of ecumenism: a fear of dialogue with
other Churches, other religions, other cultures and
marginalized people.

We hope 

1. That, in accordance with the expressed desire ofVat
ican II's Gaudium et Spes, our Church will remain
open to the world, more receptive to "The joy and

hope, the grief and anguish of the men of our time,

especially of those who are poor or aff/,icted in any

way" (No. l ); will succeed in offering Good News
that answers their search for meaning; will express
more compassion and openness vis-a-vis people's
suffering, leaving no one marginalized or excluded.

2. For greater autonomy of episcopal conferences;
for an effective exercise of the episcopal collegial
structure; for more consultation with the laity, tak
ing into account their suggestions and proposals (for
example, before choosing pastors or closing places
of worship).

3. That the Bishops will further develop the necessary
dialogue within our Church, with other Churches
and with the different ethnocultural communities
of our country; that we will allow ourselves to be
transformed by this cultural exchange ( cultural inte
gration).

4. That a significant dialogue between Bishops, reli
gious and lay people be maintained; that rites and
symbols be more relevant to the world of today. That
ecclesiastical language be more accessible to Chris
tians, so that the Gospel message can reach them.

5. That our Church will offer Christians, especially
young people, venues for revisiting and sharing
experiences; for meaningful places of belonging,

enabling them to express themselves, pray, share 
the Word of God; find new ways of answering their 
spiritual search. 

6. That our Church will support initiatives capable of
empowering Christian men and women to express
their faith: through investment in faith sharing, base
Christian communities, and other spiritual move
ments.

7. That our Church will further develop and promote
ministry to marginalized and alienated Catholics,
homosexuals, and "new beginners."

8. That ordained ministers arriving from other coun
tries and other cultures will receive orientation for
pastoral ministry specific to the Canadian Church
and its culture before practising their ministry here
(leadership, public speaking, work with women,
etc.: cultural integration).

9. For greater use of modern means of communica
tion (TV, Internet) for effective outreach; enhanced
dialogue with other religions; that the issues facing
our Church be taken into account and discussed in
Christian communities.

10. That an evangelization relevant to our cultural milieu
be the first priority of our Church: for this purpose,
that it work to develop a religious presence in all
areas of Canadian life, reflecting the contribution of
various religious, social and cultural traditions; that
it remain open to diverse western and eastern spiri
tual practices; and that it be attentive to the ancestral
wisdom and spirituality of First Nations peoples.

11. That, in terms of ethics and moral teaching, our
Church will be open to current developments and
perspectives of anthropological, social, and medical
sciences, etc.; that in this field, Bishops not forget
that lay people (men, women, couples, families,
etc.) form the People of God, acknowledging their
competence and freedom of conscience. As Cardinal
Josef Ratzinger pointed out in 1966: "Conscience is

the supreme and ultimate tribunal, even beyond the

official church, and it must be obeyed."

12. For a more pastoral approach for bishops and or
dained ministers: an approach based on the £0:t;icept
that all members of the People of God form a pilgrim
people, walking together and sharing their Christian
journey for the good of all.

13. That the primacy of the person be effectively recog
nized and promoted within our Church and that any
formation of conscience be carried out with respect
for the individual's funqamental freedom.
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2. Community Life in the Church

Strong in our conviction that community life in the

Church is expressed, among other things, by the vital

ity of Christian communities, the integration of the 

new models of Church life, participation in the exercise 

of collegiality and the full recognition of the place of 

women ... 

We recognize 

1. That Church communities find their source, their

centre and their summit in the study and celebration

of the Word of God. (Eucharist). (Vatican II Sacr.

Liturg. No. 10 and following).

2. The importance of Christian communities for coun

tering the isolation of people and the lack of social

support for individuals and families.

3. The efforts made by several Bishops to meet, listen

to and accommodate the suggestions of the laity in

the parish restructuring process.

4. That in the process of this restructuring, generous

efforts were made to invent new processes and/or

forms of regrouping adapted to decreasing church

practice: merging into pastoral units or sectors;

collaboration between priests and lay people; diver

sifi.cation and restructuring of pastoral services.

5. That the vitality of these communal gatherings is

proportional to the commitment of lay people to

create or strengthen the fabric of community withit;t

these new structures.

6. That in some dioceses there is greater involvement

of religious and lay people, particularly of women,

in ministry, catechesis and administration.

7. The increasing openness to forms of expression of

shared responsibility: the place given to lay men and

women and to religious in diocesan services, parish

councils and committees, etc.

8. The essential role of small grassroots communities

as a process for building Christian communities and

giving them roots.

We regret 

1. That often our hierarchical Church, far from the

progressive statements and proposals of the Vatican

II Council, still exerts a clerical, minimally synodic

and minimally collegial power in leading the People

of God.

2. The clear loss of autonomy of the Bishops and the

CCCB in making decisions related to the Church
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in Canada, ignoring or not taking into account its 

specific reality. 

3. The fact that not enough pastors seek the collabora

tion of qualified lay people, entrusting to women

only subordinate tasks; the fact that lay and religious

men and women are involved to such a small extent
in the governance of their Christian community.

4 .  The absence of young people, young couples and a 

growing number of women in the life of the Church: 

its future, its projects, its spiritual, liturgical and 

sacramental life do not hold much interest for them 

anymore. 

5. That the ministerial role of women in our Church

does not reflect their numerical importance in
communities; that they do not have access to vari

ous decision-making processes or to all aspects of

Church ministry.

6. That the importance given to the unmarried male

clergy takes precedence over the right of the People

of God to celebrate the Eucharist; the emphasis

placed on the solely hierarchical structure of the

Church, to the detriment of the exercise of our bap

tism into the priesthood of the laity.

7. Certain abuses of power by pastors which result in

limiting the pastoral responsibilities available to lay

people, particularly to women.

8. That the restructuring of parishes into pastoral units

or sectors often favours large, anonymous gather

ings, especially in rural areas, to the detriment of

close relationships in the community and with their

pastors, of a sense of belonging to the Church and,

in some cases, of community vitality.

9. That the restructuring of parishes requires priests to

race around for Sunday masses, and entails a reduc

tion in their listening and attendance time, as well as

administrative overload which can often prevail over

evangelization.

We hope 

1. Beyond the practice of Sundays and holy days, for

the implementation of new ways of revitalizing

Christian communities (grassroots communities,

etc.).

2. That our Church be a true collegial Church, where

Bishops, informed of the needs of their people,

may, in solidarity with the Vatican and the Canadian

Conference of Catholic Bishops, enjoy autonomy

in their dioceses; and that this autonomy be fully

respected by Roman authorities.



3. That our Bishops create opportunities for discus

sion and discernment; engaging in the questions

and problematic situations raised in today's society:

separated families, reconstituted families, domestic

violence, the place of women in the Church, mar

riage between persons of the same sex, assisted

suicide, etc.

4. For more openness, dialogue, mutual recognition;

for synergy in joint projects at the pastoral unit level

(merged parishes).

5. That, in a continual search for truth, the issues re

lated to ordained ministry be open for discussion:

ordination of married men, women, and "Elders"

in First Nations communities. That Christian com

munities discern the signs that would assist them in

recognizing the type of leaders they will require in

the near future.
6. That our Church, a pilgrim community of sinners,

agree to engage in respectful dialogue without ar

rogance, allowing for plurality of opinions and a

reasonable level of disagreement; that it be attentive

to what its members are experiencing. That it find

the means of facilitating the full participation of

people currently alienated from the Church.

7. That our Bishops risk innovative ways to ensure the

sacramental life of Christian communities, today

and tomorrow. For instance: appropriate theological

preparation oflay people who demonstrate some ap

titude for the ministry; optional celibacy for clergy;

greater involvement of lay people in decision-mak

ing; and, ultimately, exploring the ordination of

women.

8. For the practice of joint responsibility for lay people

in decisions that concern them, and for effective

consultation regarding the implementation of these

decisions.

9. That our Church support greater sharing of human

and financial resources between the dioceses of the

North and South, as well as between Christian com

munities in a single diocese.

10. That our Church be more open to men and women

who are going through a failed marriage; to recon

stituted families, aware of the fact that God's mercy

and tenderness towards people mean more than strict

obedience to canonical dictates.

11. That, before "incardinating" ordained ministers

coming from other countries and other cultures, we

make the necessary efforts to give the people in our

own milieu access to these ministries.

3. Celebration in the Church

When we speak of Church celebrations, we are think

ing specifically of the practice of the sacraments, in the 

sense of liturgical creativity and the evolution of rites, in 

the exercise of various ministries ... 

We recognize 

1. The fundamental importance of liturgy in Christian

life: "Liturgy is the summit( ... ) also the fount" of

Christian life. (Vatican II, Sacr. Lit. No. 1 O); the need

for words and rites illuminating our life and behav

iours; the importance of considering the liturgy as

a whole: meaning, ritual, rhythm, speech/gesture

combinations, celebrants.

2. The quality of resources used by liturgical com

mittees for the preparation of celebrations. That

in some Christian COID.1;l1unities, these committees

demonstrate liturgical creativity in bringing life

and meaning to their celebrations: words, texts and

songs, symbolic gestures and evocations of signifi

cant events experienced by community members.

3. In a large number of our Christian communities,

the implementation of adequate preparation for the

sacraments of baptism and marriage, and of young

people for the sacraments of reconciliation, commu

nion and confirmation; that greater flexibility should

be offered to lay people responsible for the prepara

tion of these sacraments: adapted rites, evocative

symbols .... 

4. That in several Christian communities religious

women and men have contributed greatly to the

quality of liturgical celebrations: presentation,

appropriate comments, expressions of creativity,

inclusive language, etc.

5. That communal celebrations of reconciliation with

general absolution are the occasion of a beautiful

catechesis on the mercy of God.

6. The importance of multiculturalism in our liturgical

celebrations, particularly in environments where

First Nations people live.

7. The efforts of our Church to renew liturgical re

sources: missals and rituals, music and..,songs,

translation of texts.

8. Some local initiatives that tend to introduce inclu

sive language into liturgical celebrations.

We regret 

1. The maintenance of a number of strict liturgical laws

that still constitute barrjers to the full participation
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of lay people in liturgical celebrations; the little 

place granted to women in the Eucharistic liturgy. 

The rigidity of the directives of Roman documents: 

the insistence on the observance of rules rather than 

taking into account the life experiences of partici

pants. 

2. The resistance of efforts to translate and update

liturgical texts (which, along with the use of patriar

chal language, help reinforce feelings of exclusion

among women in our Church). The fact that women

are still ignored in our Church, not only in the deci

sion-making process, but also in the "exclusive"

language used by the Church.

3. The prohibition, by Roman authorities, from hold

ing communal celebrations of penance with general

absolution despite the fact that the People of God

had expressed their positive support for this prac

tice.

4. The exclusion from Eucharistic communion of di

vorced people in new relationships.

5. In a large number of Christian communities, the lack

of preparation of liturgical celebrations, lack of cul

tural integration of the liturgy and little adaptation to

the various audiences.

6. The growing number of liturgical celebrations pre

sided by priests who are blase or who have little or

no liturgical or exegetic formation: resulting in poor

commentaries and homilies that fail to nourish the

faith of those in attendance! Lack of formation in

liturgy of a large number of presiding celebrants.

7. Overall, in our sacramental liturgies, the persistence

of rites that do not find an echo in participants'

experience; that certain rites of passage (baptisms,

marriages, funerals), are often wasted opportunities

to reconnect with alienated parishioners.

8. That there are few places where young people can

gather to celebrate in a way that gives meaning to

their lives.

9. That too many diocesan synods created legitimate

expectations that were not followed up on.

We hope 

1. That, in our Church, the meaning of baptismal

priesthood of the faithful will be fully recognized

and developed; that lay ministries be established,

giving expression to full equality among women and

men.

2. For a revision of liturgical rites, the encouragement

of initiatives respecting the sacred nature of the
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liturgy with more reference to people's experience; 

a liturgy that is closely grounded in life. 

3. That Christian rituals and the expression of faith in

liturgical celebrations will interact (be in symbiosis)

with people's life experiences, language and culture.

That festive celebrations will mark the various jour

neys of faith or deepening of one's life experiences.

4. That our Church will be more open to various ritual

and cultural aspects of other Churches.

5. In celebrations of funerals and marriages, that

greater attention be paid to people who have given

up their religious practice; that pastors take special

care with rites of passage: baptism, confirmation,

marriage, funerals; significant steps in people's jour

ney.

6. That the celebration of funerals and marriages (with

out Holy Communion) will be entrusted to qualified

lay people (men and women) who are recognized as

such in the community: pastoral workers, catechists,

retired teachers, etc.

7. That marginalized, or divorced and remarried Catho

lics, be made welcome in liturgical celebrations; for

the full participation of members of other Churches

in celebrations.

8. That our Bishops intervene with Roman authorities

to seek the recognition and restoration of the prac

tice of general absolution, at the very least during

high times of the liturgical year: Advent and Lent.

9. That our Church will maintain and intensify its pres

ence in ecumenical and inter-faith celebrations.

10. That concrete projects will be implemented in re

sponse to expectations created at diocesan synods.

4. Solidarity within the Church

Solidarity in the Church, in our opinion, refers to

elements such as: social justice, the transformation of 

society, gender equality, the phenomenon of marginal

ization, impoverishment and the support of Third World 

Churches ... 

We recognize 

1. That our Church, through publications by the

Bishops, has developed a greater awareness for

humanitarian causes and the need for solidarity by

taking a stand for social justice. With its support

for Development and Peace, it has educated people

to the cause of the Third World and developing

countries.



2. Relevant statements by the Canadian Bishops to
denounce inequalities and to promote ways of trans
forming society.

3. The concerted efforts of our Church with its
ecumenical partners and various charitable orga
nizations in specific actions in favour of the poor
and of those who face emergencies (wars, famines,
natural disasters).

4. That many religious• women and men have been
working in solidarity with our lay Christian com
munities in the work of social action.

5. The action of religious congregations in seeking
alternative economic systems and the defence of
justice.

6. The effective contribution ofreligious communities,
in terms of human and financial resources, in poor or
grassroots contexts, here with First Nations peoples
and in Third World countries (missionary work for
First Nations, promotion of human rights, solidarity
with the poor).

7. The presence and pastoral action of our Church in
other places and sectors of society: schools, hospi
tals, prisons; with marginalized people, alienated
people, migrants (host communities).

8. The charity and generosity displayed by our Chris
tian communities in responding to the urgent needs
of its members: mutual support services, youth

in distress, single-parent families, aid to the poor,

short-term assistance services, fundraising, lo
cal support during trying times ( catastrophes, job
losses, fatalities).

We regret 

1. That our informed comments on vital social issues
are sometimes couched in obscure language, with

the result that Christians are not well-informed on
the positions and standpoints of our Church.

2. The fact that Christian communities are largely
unaware of the Church's social doctrine and that

pastors do not follow through on the implementation
of the Bishops' documents on social justice.

3. An often intransigent attitude of the universal

Church and the Canadian Church that contributes to
the creation of marginalized constituencies (women,

divorced and remarried Catholics, homosexuals).
4. The lack of equality in our Church between men and

women, between ordained ministers, religious, and
lay men and women.

5. That our Church is not ready to carry out a social

analysis of its organizational structures.
6. That the media give more coverage to the Church's

statements on sexual issues ( abortion, contraception,

homosexuality) than on justice issues (wars, the en
vironment, AIDS, impoverishment of social groups,
violence against women, refugees threatened with

expulsion, etc.).
7. The erosion of financial support to Development and

Peace in some dioceses and to Kairos at the national
level.

We hope 

1. That our pastors, following the example of the Good
Shepherd, will welcome all marginalized persons
(women, divorced and remarried Catholics, homo

sexuals, etc.).
2. That our Church structures will favour the need for

communion over power.

3. That members or groups within the Church who

work towards the transformation of society will be

recognized, encouraged and promoted.
4. That the Canadian Church will continue to promote

justice through justice education and efforts for sys

temic change rather than solely through charitable
appeals.

5. That our Church will position itself closer to the
major issues of the world: impoverishment, in
equalities, rights and roles of women, defence of the
disenfranchised, respect for the environment, and
the safeguarding of humanity; that it will open paths
that lead to the elimination of inequalities: between
rich and poor, between social classes, between men

and women.
6. That a broader dialogue and a true partnership will

be established between Christian communities and

social organizations and groups involved in the
struggle for humanitarian causes and working with

suffering humanity.

Just as it is in the world's interest to aclmowl

edge the Church as a social reality and a 

driving force in history, so too the Ch14.rc;h is 

not unaware how much it has profited from the 

histo,y and development of mankind. (Gaudium 
and Spes No. 44) 

7. That the social doctrine of the Church will be better
known in Christian communities, and that local
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Bishops will ensure that Church publications on the 

subject gain more recognition. 

8. That the solidarity between the Church and the First

Nations be maintained so that they receive support

with their social, cultural, spiritual, and economic

challenges.

5. Prophecy in the Church

Within this essential dimension of the Church, we

include prophetic events, statements, and actions in 

the name of the Gospel. We also include respect for 

initiatives, the ministry of vocation promotion and evan

gelical radicalism ... 

We recognize 

1. That by their baptism, Christians, and particu

larly religious, are called to question society and the

Church.

2. That religious congregations have a more visible

prophetic presence when they involve themselves

with the vulnerable and abandoned, the excluded,

disinherited or exploited peoples; their contribution

in creating favourable conditions for reconciliation

and their involvement in eliminating all forms of vi

olence, especially those committed against women

and children (trafficking) is good news.

3. The prophetic boldness of our Church in pointing

out certain human, social and evangelical values

even though its intervention is not always well-re

ceived by the media and the larger community.

4. That, in the name of faith, our Church makes its

voice heard by denouncing inequities, promoting

evangelical values, developing Christian attitudes in

terms of ethics and bioethics, and opting in favour of

the environment.

5. That our Church has a prophetic voice when it takes

its stance with the poor, with the excluded, for life,

peace and human rights; when it issues statements

on labour, ecology, social injustice, the integrity of

human life, and respect for Creation.

6. The prophetic role of some centres for formation

and growth and of periodicals which open up a di

versity of experiences and provide opportunities for

social analysis, freedom of speech, and environmen

tal responsibility.

7. That the Holy Spirit is active and present in the pref

erential option for the poor, ecumenism, feminism,

pacifist movements and non-violence.
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8. That the process in place for seeking forgiveness and

reconciliation of the Canadian Church and of the

universal Church is of a prophetic nature.

9. The real challenge to our Church of living in a plu

ralistic world and a post-modem culture.

We regret 

1. The timidity of the prophetic voice of the Canadian

Church: fear of change, lack of encouragement of

various initiatives by lay people in our Christian

contexts, clinging to old and obsolete traditions.

2. The reticence of Bishops to express what could be

perceived as contradicting or softening Rome's dis

course.

3. In our ecclesiastical environments, the continued

use oflanguage and actions that perpetuate a clerical

mentality.

4. The eclipse or retreat of major inroads of the Vatican

II Council, on collegial structure and collegiality,

as proposed and adopted at that Council; the lack

of recognition of the prophetic role of lay men and

women in the Church.

5. The absence of a true consideration of the decline of

religious and priestly vocations; lack of new initia

tives in this area.

6. The hesitation of our Church to partner with other

organizations, secular or civil, in humanitarian, so

cial, and environmental causes.

7. That our Church has so little influence in the great

social debates, because of its conservatism and that

of Rome which it supports, and also because it does

not accept any dissent, even responsible dissent. It

stifles its prophets .... 

We hope 

1. That the universal Church, to be prophetic, recover

the spirit of Vatican II and adopt the outlook ex

pressed in the major documents of the Council; that

the Canadian Church will influence the universal

Church to return to the pastoral vision of Vatican II;

that the structures necessary for the local Church to

take hold of and deepen these objectives be put in

place.

2. For a serious search for truth in our Church: a place

for dialogue, of respect for diverse theologies, for

initiatives to be taken by groups of Christian men

and women and for openness to post-modem reali

ties which convey more than just negative values.



3. That our Church, to be prophetic, manifest first and
foremost its solidarity with the oppressed, becom
ing increasingly the "Servant of the poor," a title
that was bestowed upon it by the Vatican II Council.
(L.G.)

4. That our Church, to be prophetic, become a Church
whose pastors primarily carry- the sufferings, the
struggles and the challenges of others, the littlest
among the People of God, because this is the breed
ing ground wherein the Gospel takes root: a Church
based on listening, respect, dialogue, and the humble
search for truth.

5. That our Church will speak out on current issues
such as oppression, overconsumption, pollution, and
the need for dialogue between cultures and other
religions.

6. That the Canadian Church will re-examine its entire
means of social communications so as to shed light
on and express in common terms some of the major
issues of the universal Church.

7. That dialogue will be encouraged and promoted in
our Church, as much on the major issues of faith,
religious practice and means of social action as on
controversial issues such as the ordination of women
and married men, and same-sex marriage.

8. That our Canadian Church, to be prophetic and
faithful to its history, will focus more on developing
close bonds with the artistic and intellectual world.

9. That our Church will develop a prophetic theol
ogy and resources for ethical reflection; that it will
promote more education and leadership training for
ordained ministers and lay men and women.

Conclusion 

Dear Bishops, our message is meant to convey our 
profound solidarity with you during your forthcoming ad 

limina visit. It also gives voice to the strong bonds that ex
ist between us and our people. It expresses the perception 
of our reality as Church, and permits numerous conse
crated women and men who love the Church to express 
themselves freely. They want to see it ever more alive 
and faithful to the mission entrusted to it by Christ Jesus. 
Even if at first some of our statements may be difficult to 
receive, we assure you that it is not our intention to judge 
your actions, but to call us all to that same transformation. 
It is the only true way to be faithful to the Gospel. We reli
gious are among the first to be called to greater honesty in 
our attitudes, statements, and actions. As Lumen Gentium 

challenges us: "The Church, however, clasping sinners to 

her bosom, at once holy and always in need of purifica
tion, follows constantly the path of penance and renewal" 
(No. 8). The humility with which this message is offered 
finds its source and strength in the call to transformation. 
It touches us to the very core. 

In your review of the message you will surely have 
noticed that some elements appear more than once. This 
was done consciously; we chose to restate them under 
various headings so as to reflect the urgency as well as 
the nuances with which they were submitted. Having 
them appear under one dimension or another offers a 
special flavour to their significance. At the same time, 
certain points may seem contradictory: they appear 
simultaneously under "we recognize," "we regret" and 
"we hope." Our intent was to highlight certain notewor
thy pastoral practices in some instances, to deplore their 
absence elsewhere and to dare to hope for their promo
tion throughout the Church :in Canada. 

To the same Spirit we invited to accompany you 
during your pilgrimage to the throne of Peter, we now 
plead on our own behalf. May we, with courage and de
termination, form a Church of faithful men and women 
animated by the constant call and process of conver
sion. 

Finally, we want to reiterate our desire to walk beside 
you in the building up of the Canadian Church. In what
ever diocese Religious may be found, there is a need to 
release the prophetic charism to which their vocation 
calls them. To that end, they need your involvement and 
your support, your faith and your trust in them. Our love 
for the Church and the mission entrusted to us encour
ages us to go to the very frontiers of the mission, where 
the sufferings and the wounds of humanity are most 
vivid. The depths of their sentiments and the manner 
in which they express them challenge us as women and 
men of the Gospel! 

Dear brother Bishops, the message we convey is 
meant to express our belief that hope always finds its 
roots in the strengths and weaknesses of a humanity in 
search of truth. In closing, we recognize the responsibil
ity that falls to us as we relay our message, and reaffirm 
our determination to assume it with conviction . 

Together for a reconciled world! 
..,. 

The Canadian Religious Conference 

www.crc-canada.org 
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